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About This Content

Beat Hazard Ultra DLC adds awesome new features to Beat Hazard, taking the game to the next level. More games mode,
enemies and bosses. Play online Head to Head or Co-op. Unlock and upgrade perks and customize your set-up to suit your play

style.

Key features:

Power-up with 3 new tactical weapons: Micro Missiles, Reflect Shield and Ultra Beam.

Online play; Co-op and Head to Head

New bosses and enemy ships

New perk system with 3 kick ass weapon upgrades

Boss Rush Mode

New achievements & Leaderboards

1.5 hours of cool new Indie tracks
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And now turn it up to 200% visual feedback! Yikes! (Or turn it down to 50% if you wish)
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Title: Beat Hazard Ultra
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Cold Beam Games
Publisher:
Cold Beam Games
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2011

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch
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I play this game when we are on drugs :) I'm always the best!. This game is simply amazing. I don't even have to say alot. Just
make sure you have some intense music and good headphones, to add to the experience. I would have payed full price without a
question.. This game rocks literally, one of the best shooters I have played so far. the game is influenced by your own music
tracks. The higher the tempo or intensity, the crazier the game gets. Non stop shoot 'em up action and as much intensity as you
can handle with many different difficulty levels. You can also desing your own ships for the comunity to try out and compete
on. i bought this during the Steam Summer Sale so i got a great deal on it too.

Total Score 9\/10.. This DLC make me forget my ship exist over all the lights...

seriously where the hell is my ship in those lights?. are you a fan of music?
are you a fan of having epilepsy?
are you a fan of spaceships?

If you answered yes or no to any of the above this then this is the perfect game for you

Have a relaxing game of epileptic seizure inducing, space ship shooting, rhythm based mayhem.
Throw on a your favorite drum'n'bass, techno or classical music and max out visuals to 200% (thats higher than 100% by a full
100%!)

Thats not even touching on the community workshops where you can get your mitts on some brazenly beautiful custom ships.
Want to dart around as pastel colored miniature equine? sure enough you can.
Want to float around as a Drumpfs hair shooting aliens like they're...well aliens? i guess you can..
Want to slip and slide past the enemy ships as the face of pepe the frog? i mean you can but why do you want to do that?

all in all this game has everything you need and more.
5\/7
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If you get Beat Hazard, you MUST get this as well.
This makes Beat Hazard 3 times as fun and full of content, with online 1 on 1 or Co-Op.... Many countless nights I took a whole
bunch of speed and chased the insane achievements in this game. Absolutely worth every \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
second. The dev took his already excellent game and set the level all the way to eleven.

You get more types of enemies (bosses included), new perks and online multiplayer.

The online multiplayer features co-op and head-to-head modes and has a nifty feature: the game indexes the songs you have on
your PC, usually the ones found in the same folders you've been playing. When playing against someone else, it compares both
lists and any track that shows on both of them will be playable as well as the included ones.

It is well worth the 3,99\u20ac!. What the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 did you just sign up for? Let me lay it on you like that
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 that told you she's pregnant and it's yours (I'm kidding, like any woman would sleep with
your ugly mug). THIS...this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 is Beat Hazard where there's nothing but particle effects in your
eyes. Not prone to siezures? \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 yeah you are, you'll get one eventually.

Picture this: You just signed up for the Galactic Ship army to impress everyone back home on your home planet. Suddenly, you
realize you suck\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665at flying space ships and you're entire fleet has been destroyed because of
your dumbass inability to keep formation. Stupid\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665move you dumb lug, but there's hope: just
go ahead and stand up to the entire enemy fleet with just one ship, a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ton of unlimited
ammo (oxymoron ftw) and your favorite tunes. Go out in a blaze of glory while blazing a Joint and blairing your horrid music.
Seriously, if you haven't listened to my reviews buy this game, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665es will flock to you like
seagulls.. If you own Beat Hazard and like it and you also have a bit of spare money, this is definitely a thing you should go for.
Especially if you have any friends who like this game as well, it will be great to play with\/against them in online mode.
The only real problem is that you need to have certain song and it must have the exact same name and length because there is no
multiplayer song synchronization system which would take upload the song from host's computer and download it to the other
player's computer.

TL;DR: Good thing to have if you have any friend to play this game with! :). Why are you reading this?? Just buy it. Assuming
you own Beat Hazard. Don't have Beat Hazard? Why are you reading this?? Go buy it.
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